
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
      
      
      
      
  

 

 

Rock Hard - "[...] Even the instrumental prologue recommits to the great musician-

ship of the Bonn quartet, that operates with two guitars and a keyboard. 

Their mixture of more pleasing to more agressive Gothenburg-Melo-Death, epic 

soundtrack monster, fragile piano-parts, utterly eerie guest-vocals by Joy Masala 

and raging Techno-Death sounds unique, and it was also recorded and arranged 

very well. [...] They don`t just have potential, their potential is almost exploding." - 8 

/ 10 

  

Legacy - "[...] With great musicianship and the needed spontanity, cheerful rawness 

and compositional ingenuity unite. Fine acoustic guitars are striving for the atten-

tion of the listener, together with aggressive leads and raging riffs. The dynamic 

production, refined by Waldemar Sorychta, allows the full expansion of all elements 

with their transparent soundscape. [...]"- 12/15 

  

Powermetal.de - "Surely this album is nothing for the traditional Death Metal fans, 

but the ones who need variety, should check this newcomer out." - 7,5 / 10 

  

The-pit.de - "...so that this gets a tip for every friend of Melodic Death Metal, it 

doesn`t matter if you like it old- or new-school. Since the album-title suggests that 

Leviathan don`t plan to disappear from the screen in the near future, you should be 

curios about the future of the band." - 8,5 / 10 

  

Bloodchamber.de - "[...] You have to work for this album with a lot of time and at-

tention, but for that you get rewarded with music that simply doesn`t gets boring, 

and the highlight of this music is "About Fangs And Feathers". Looking for a com-

parison, the Italian band DARK LUNACY gets into my mind immediately, 

whereas LEVIATHAN are more complex and not as cheesy-pathetic, if you forget the 

keyboard in "Sway Of The Stars". Who feels adressed by this, but didn`t know this 

band before, should definitely check them out as soon as possible, so that you are 

ready for the follower-album „Beyond The Gates Of Imagination Pt. 2“, which is in 

progress now and shall be released since the end of this year. Unusual and convinc-

ing." – 8 / 10 
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Marketing Bullets 

 
- Promotion by cmm GmbH (Promotion themes like Iron 

Maiden, Slayer, Ozzy Osbourne) 

 

- Reviews in relevant magazines like Metal Hammer, Rock-

Hard,  Break Out, Heavy, LEGACY 

 

- Soundcheck in the issues of Heavy, Metal Hammer, Rock 

Hard and Legacy 

 

- Full Page add in German LEGACY magazine (Feb. 2013) 

 

- Complete album will be streamed on www.legacy.com 

 

- online promotion via SAOL and Bret Hard Records  website, 

social media channels and our marketing targeting more than 

1,000 relevant media partners via newsletter 

 

- Reviews and interviews scheduled on metal.de, power-

metal.de, metalglory.de, and many more... 

 

- News campaign on all relevant webzine 

 

- Downloadpromotion via cmm’s Download Promotion Ser-

vice up to 60 German contacts 

 

- Plays in regional public radio stations and CD presentations 

scheduled for commercial radio stations  

 

 


